INTR~DUCTJ~~
Considerable progress has been made in recent years towards the classification of finite simple grnups of odd Chevallcy type These groups may be defined as simple groups G containing an involution t such that C,(t)jO(C,(t)) has a subnormal quasi-simple subgroup. This property is possessed by most Chevalley groups over fields of odd order but by no simple Chevalley groups over fields of characteristic 2, hence the name. It is also a property of alternating groups of degree at least 9 and eighteen of the known sporadic simple groups.
Particular attention in this area has focussed on the so-called B-Conjecture.
R-Conjecture: Let G be a finite group with O(G) = (1 j. Let t be an involution of G andL a pcrfcct subnormal subgroup of CJt) withL/O(fJ) quasi-simple, then L is quasi-simple.
The R-Conjecture would follow as an easy corollary of the Unbalanced Group Conjecture (.5'-Conjecture).
U-Chjecture:
Let G be a finite group withF*(G) quasi-simple. Suppose there is an involution t 
of G with O(C,(t)) e O(G). Then F*(G)/F(G)
is isomorphic to one of the following:
A Chevalley group of odd characteristic.
(2) ,4n alternating group of odd degree. Let G = G/Q(G) and let bars denote homomorphic images in e. Then (15') = %,XL,X . ..XL.forsomer31,withLi~ETe~o~alli,P <i<~. THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a minimal counterexampie Lo the h?-Conj&ure. Then G ~~~~ai~ an u~baZanci~ taupe (b, y, 9) with ~i~(~~ z L,(q) fog some odd q > 4 azd with a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(K/Q(K)) cyclic.
We use the notation R = K,/.??(R), unless otherwise indicates.
Besides this, our notation is standard. We collect the necessary assumed results and preliminary lemmas in Section 2. Theorem I.1 is proved in Section 3. As will be clear from the discussion in Section 2, Theorem 1.2 is an immediate corollary of Theorem S .I, Theorem 2.22 below and the following Theorem whose proof occupies Sections 4 and 5 of this paper. Tmo33mt 1.3. Let G be a minimal co~nteye~amp~e to the Ti-Conjectwe. Suppose that G is locally 2-balanced. Then G does not COT&B azy ~~ba~a~&~~g taupe (a, x, J) with ~/~~~~) z L,(4).
Finally, we mention that the full solution of the L,(4) standard componen problem will follow from completion of the U-conjecture, which in tarn depend: on eliminating L,(q) as a maximal 2-component in a minimal counterexarnple See Theorem 2.13 and the comments following Lemma 2.23.
PRELIMINARIES
We shall denote by I(H) the set of all involutions of H. We first collect some needed properties of L"(4) and He. PROFOSITION 2.1. Let G s SL (3, 4) and let e be the cover&g group of G. Regard G as the group presented by the Steinberg generators xv(t) and reZatiom where Y, s E z, Y # -&s, t, u E K. Here z is a root system of type A, and K = F, .
Then e may be presented by generators y7(t), Y F 2, t E K, subject to the relations where Y, s E A', r + -&s, t, u E K; (C') all the fr,,(t, u) are central in 0.
Also, 2 = O,(Z(G)) is isomorphic to Z, X Zg , the Schur multiplier of G. Let {a, b) be a set of fundummtal roots. The fr,s(t, u) satisjy the properties (i) if tu # 0 and r, sform a 60" aagZe, theBf,,,(t, u) has order 2, fr,,( , ) is b~ad~~~~~e an~f~,~(t, u) = j,,s(h-lt, Xu)fo~ aEZ h E k?, t, u E K.
(ii) if tu f 0 and Y, s form a 120" aqle, t~~~~~,*(t, u) has order 4. Also f&t, u) = jJXt, Au) joy all h E .A?, t, u E K, fa,& 4fdt', 4fa+b,a@, t') = fadt -I-t', 47 and fdt, Z*)f&> u')f&l,&u, u') = fn,a(t, * + u').
(iii) Aut(G) s 2, x Z, acts on Z as follows: The 2, direct factor is generated by the image of the unitary automo~phism, which inverts Z. A Z; diect factor acts faithfully on both Q(Z) and Z/@(Z).
(iv) The preimage 2?+. i~z C? of a Foot subgroup X, of G is isomorphic to z, x z, x 2, x z, .
PYOO~. Let X, = (q.(t) j t E K), Y E 2, U = (Xr / P = a, b, a $ 6). Let A denote the preimage in G of a subset of G under the given map G + G. Since U has class 2, 0 has class at most 3, whence ?? is abelian. Therefore XT is abelian. Now let H be the standard Cartan subgroup of G. Then X, = [X, , I$l for all Y, and so 1; = [XT, A] complements 2 = O,(Z(G)) in Xr , since .Zr is an abeiian Z-group and 1 H / is odd. Define y,(t) E ~~(2) (regarded as a coset of Z in G) by y,(t) = q(t) Ts Y, . At once, these yr(t) satisfy (A). Define the various jr,8(t, U) by the relation (IS'); thenf,,,(t, a) E 2, so that (C') holds. Note that if y E G and x E G, then yx, defined to be yx', for some s' E x, is independent of the choice of x'. If g E N = No(N) satisfies r,(t)" = x,~(t>, x,(t)0 = r,,(t), then yr(t)# = y,,(t) and fr,s(t, U) =,fTl,$,(t, ti). Thus, Z is generated by thef,,,(t, u) with {Y, s> C (a, b, a + b).
If T, s form a 60" angle, then [y?(t), y,(u)] =jT,S(tF u) E 2. Then, b~add~ti~~it~ ofJCT,,/, : ) follows from the corresponding property of commutation in a class 2 2-group. Set h = h,(h) for X E Kx, h # 1. Then So, we have (i) and part of (ii). We obtain the last part of (ii) by appfying the co~utator identity
, y] to [ y,(t -t Q, yb(z)] and then applying [x, yy'] = [x, y'J[x, y]"' to [y&Q y&d + d)J. Now, as f*,#, %)" -= ja+fi.b(tu, a~'), the order of f&t, u) is 4., provided jaib,b(~~, u') has order 2 for tad # 0. Also We shall not prove here that Z g Z4 x Z, . This was first shown by Thompson in some unpublished notes. It can also be verified by exhibiting an extension of hi with the above factor set, then showing that this factor set of U is stable with respect to G in the sense of Car-tan-Eilenberg [6] , Chapter XII, For examples of such an argument, see [16-j. By Alperin's lemma (Assumed result (9) of f16]), Aut G does act on G so as to lift the natural action on G = G/Z. Let (6, y, pj com~~ernc~t I~n~G~ in Ant G, where y, y are the standard graph, field a~~o~~~~~~s~$, ~~~~~~~~ly, and 6 is a diagonal outer automorphism of period Pl say z,Jt) i> .~~~~)~ .zb(t) ++-q,:Cb(~$t)~ where (zu> = Kx. Direct calculation shows that y and g, invert 8 . The way that the y,.(t) were defined indicates that they are transformed by (8, y, QP> as the corresponding a+(t) are. At this point, (iii) can be verified by direct calculation (i.e. appiy members of (S, y, 'p) to the expressions in (IS)). Moreover, in all cases, Cz&~) is a direct factor of R.
Proof, In cases (1) and (2), C o,a(o)(ol) is perfect. Hence, by the Three
We continue the notation of Proposition 2.1.
(1) In this case C oiz(o)(ol) s A, and we may assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(a) Z(G) is (Z(G), ya+b(t) j t E K), an abelian group. Thus C,(a) does not involve SL (2, 5) and the result follows. Let C be the preimage in H of C,(a) and let T E Syl, (C) . Then [T, a] C 2 and since old = dol, [T, a] is either 1, Q(Z) or 2.
We argue that 1 T' 1 = 2 and T/T' s Zs x Zs . We note first that T'Z C Z(T).
Thus, as T/T'Z G Z, x 2, , / T' / = 2 and T' n Z = (1) . As (d) acts on T/T', T/T' is isomorphic either to Z, x Z, or to Z, x Z, x Z, x Z, . We may choose 01 so that y,(w) ya(wpl) E T. As y,(w) yB(wU1) has order 8, T/T' z Z, x Z, . Now as 01 inverts ZT'/T' = W(T/T'), CT(a) = T'Ql (Z) . At this point we obtain all the conclusions in one stroke. First, we put H aside and go back to G. Let G* be any group satisfying the hypotheses of our proposition. Choose an epimorphism *: G + G*. Let R E Sylz(CGl(ol)). We may arrange for R C T*. Then R >_ (T*)' g Z, and the way 01 acts on T/T' implies that the image of A in (T/T')* is the four-group of fixed points of a. If Z* has rank 2, then clearly R = (T*)' x Z* g Z, x Z, x Z2. If Z* is cyclic but * # (I), then 1 R CT Z* / = 2. As T*/Z* g Qs and W3 (T*)' x (R n Z*), 2 X z, . If z" = (l), the result is clear. Also y normalizes the two elementary subgroups of S of maximum rank. Thus y E SO. If y $Z(S,), then y is conjugate to an element of Z(G) xy for each z E Z(S,J. This proves (3) and also (4), once we observe that E must be in So/Z(G). (5) Let x, C and Q be as in (3a). Let Q1 , Qz be the two normal subgroups of C isomorphic to El6 . Let t E I(H, -H) normalize C. Then t interchanges Q1 and 8% .
Consequently, Cclo(t) E S, .
Proof. Property (3) may be found in [21] . Property (1) is proved in [17] . The existence of an extension H, of H which satisfies / I-r, : a / = 2 and Praperty (4) was established by 6. Higman and J. II. McKay [23] .
(2) Suppose false. Then by the above there is a group G with / G : H i = 2p far some prime p and there exists x E I(G) with C,(x) s 3 9*, . Let z, u and C be as in (3) . Let I/ = O&C,(u)), N = No(V). The structure of After implies that (g) = CN(02(N)) h as order p and meets N trivially. We may assume that z E O"(N). Then g centralizes a maximal subgroup of a Sylaw 2-subgroup of 6. If [C, g] _C Q, it follows that g centralizes C, whence g centralizes H$ a contradiction. Thus [C, g] $ Q and g effects a nontrivial automorphism on C/Q z GL (3, 2) . But then / Q : Co(g)/ > 4, a contradiction. We now catalogue the properties of 9(G) which we shall need. We let Z*(G) be the set of maximal elements of Y(G). Proof. This is immediate from [28, Theorem 1.21. proof. Clearly, by Theorem 2.9, it will suffice to prove that (Jco'"'> = J for all t EI(CJJ)). By Theorem 2.9,
By hypothesis, (JL(Q(o)) =-J, and we are done. (2) (Seitz [27] ): Let G be afinitegvoup ecithF*(G) simple having a standard suhgroupL with& z L,(4), 1 z(L)1 odd and i C,(L)lz -I-2. Then one ofthefolzowing h0Zd.y:
and ) G : H j odd. Also, the B-Conjecture does not hold in G. Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.15 and Proposition 2.16.
We now collect some results on transfer and fusion. and aG n S = {a) U bS. Then joy sum b' ~5 bS, there exists g e N,(C,(b')) with (b')g = a.
(ii) Sup$ose that SE Syl,(M) with m&S) > 3, and that, whenever E, Es are two eights-groups in M, g E M. Then S E Syl,(G) and ~~~(~s(b~) 2 Part (ii) may be proved in the same way as part (iii).
LEMMA 2.19 (Goldschmidt [ll]).
Let G be a Jinite group, SE Sy!,(G), a E I(S). Then either a has an extremal G-coqkgate in every ~a~~~a~ subgroup oj S 08~ a $ 02(G).
THEOREM 2.20. Let G be aJinite group with F*(G) simple.
(1) (Goldschmidt [12] ): Suppose that A is a stroltgly closed 2-subgyo~~ oJ' G,.
Then C,(A) is solvable.
(2) (Holt [24] ): Suppuse that G acts transitively on u set X and t EI(G) with I G : C,(t)1 odd,$xing exactly one point of X. Then L(C,(t)) =-(1).
Wc now discuss the C:-Conjecture and the context of this paper. Major work of Gorcnstein-Harada [13] , Gorenstein-Walter [15] , Aschbacher [2] and others proves the following result.
'~IIEOKEM 2.21. Let G be a finite unbalanced group with F(G) quasi-simple. Suppose that there is no unbalancirg J E P'(G). Then F*(G)/Z(F"(G)) is isomorphic to A, , L,(4), or L,(q) for some odd q.
Proof.
By the above cited results. G has a sectional 2-rank at most 4, whence G is known by [13] . If F"(G)/Z(F*(G)) IS a simple Chcvallcy group of odd characteristic, then by Proposition A of [5] , either there is an unbalancing J E P'(G) orF"(G)/Z(F*(G)) N L2(q) f or some odd q. The remaining unbalanced groups of sectional 2-rank at most 4 have F*(G):
is isomorphic to A, or A,, , then G has an unbalancing J E Y(G) with J/Z(J) z A, . Thus the result holds.
Thus if G is a minimal countcrexamplc to the L'-conjecture, then G contains an unbalancing J E L&'(G). Moreover, N,(J) is an unbalanced group, whence by minimal choice of G, J/Z"(J) is isomorphic to one of the groups listed in the conclusion of the (i-Conjecture.
The next result eliminates most of these cases. [20] , GilmanSolomon [9] ). Let G be a minimal counte-rexample to the U-Conjecture. Let J be an unbalancing 2-component in G. Then one of the followin,o holds:
(1) J:W) = WI) f or some odd q 3 49 and a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,( J/0( J)) is cyclic. Finally we discuss the 2-balanced functor and its relevance to this paper. The work of Gilman-Solomon [9] shows that if is a minimal counterexample to the U-Conjecture with unbalancing triple (a, J), J/O(j-) EL,(P), q > 9, then G has a maximal 2-component K with K/O(K) e L,(q,) for some ql >, 9. Foote has then shown in [8] that m,(C,(I'=)) = 1~ The independent classi problem of handling the case ms(Cc(&?)) = 1 has been undertaken by M.
As this problem is unaffected by our considerations, it is convenient for us to ignore such unbalancing components. Then Theorem 2.22 and Lemna 2.23 justify our hypothesis of local 2-balance, The significance of this hypothesis for us rests in the following theorem and it consequences. 
18(ii). We remark that even if a Sylow 2-subgroup of M is not 3-connected, we can use Lemma 2.18 (iii) to obtain information about G-fusion of involutions in M.
We conclude this section with some useful Icmmas about balance and connectivity. Fisst, we take A g Es, A C To , A f$ T and show that A is s-connected to some P C T, E g Es. Let Es s B ,L Q. We may assume a E A n a E A -Se By Proposition 2.6(5), Ceia(a) s S, and &r" = Qz are the normal subgroups of C isomorphic to Ep6. TFhus D = CB&a) G E8. Now take a, E (A n T) -(z). Then j C A is 3-connected to E = (A n T, C,(a,)> which is in !I', as required.
NalvietA,B~EE,,ACTandB_C(2,B4S.~emayassumeAnBr> {s). Let $& ) Q2 be as above with B C QI . Suppose i A n Q j > 4. For We shall derive a contradiction from the assumption that N < G. As G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1 .l , induction and Theorem 2. Let u E U* and let K = (L(C,(u))L(c~;(u))). Hypothesis 1 of Theorem 1.1 permits us to apply Corollary 2.14 in K to conclude that K/Z*(K) is isomorphic either to L,(4) or to L,(4) x L,(4). In particular, U C Z*(L(C,(u))).
Let K1 be a 2-component of K. If K1 = K, then U x P C C,(R',). If K = KIKlt, then let 2, E Sy12(Z:s(K) n N,(S n C,(t))). Th en nra(Zi) = 4 and Z1 is 3-connected to Sn C,( 
t). Thus by Lemmas 3.2 and 2.28, O(K) Z Z(K) and U G Z(E(C,(u))) C O,(C,(u)). Thus we have [U, C OCL)(41 c O,(CG
As the same argument applies to (Lccct)) for any t cI(C,(L)), the proof is complete. c~(w))) ). Thus Kl (I L(CG(w)) for all ZJ E ~(C~(~~)~~ ence, KI E Z*(G). But K,K, = K,K, , violating Theorem 2.9. Thus K* = X, Now U x P C C,(K). Ag ain, using Lemma 2.28 and Corollary 2.14, we deduce that K < E(C,(u)).
NOW U x PE Syl,(C,((t) x K)). Thus Kg C,(U). The last statement follows for the same reasons. If (1) holds, then we are done. Thus we shall assume that (1) does not hold. Then every unbalancing 2-component K has a isomorphic to L,(5), L, (7), or L,(4). In particular, by Lemma 2.23, G is locally 2-balanced. Moreover, since G is a counterexample to Theorem 1.2, there exist unbalancing triples (a, X, J) with J" s L,(4). We fix one such. By Corollary 2.17, G is simple and J E B*(G). We fix S s SY~~(~G(.J)) with (a, x) C S and set 2 = S r\ Z*(j). Our aim in this section will be to prove the following proposition. Thus for the remainder of this section we shall assume that W, # 1 for some A Z JC,(j) with A z E, . We fix this A and IV" for the remainder of the argument and we set M = N,JW,) < G. Proof. Suppose that ac n S = (a} u xs. Then Z(S) n & = B implies that S E Syl,(G). By Lemma 2.16, we may assume that xg = a for someg E N,(H) for some C,(X) C H C S. As a E Z(H), H = C,(X). We claim that m(Z(H)) = 3. Since m(H) = 3, 2 is cyclic, by Proposition 2.2(3), and C,,,(X) = {a, y) 4 H, 1 y 1 = 4, ( y) n 2 = 1 by Proposition 2.2(3). Thus @((a, y)) = ( ys) 2 @(Z(H)), which implies that (a, X, y?> = !&(2(H)). Now xs n (a, X, y") = (a, y")x. Thus &'G(~) = {a> u (a, y")x. But N,(N)/C,((a, x, y")) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(3,2) and 5 Y / GL(3,2)/, a contradiction. Proof. Suppose that some a" E CM1(&. Let J,, = L(C$Jag)). Then JOg-l C L (C,(a) ). Since J is maximal in G, Theorem 2.9 implies that Ji-' C J. We may assume that as E S. Hence S A J _C J,, and so (S n J)g-' = (S n J)" for some m E J C n/r, . Since mg E Nn(S A J) C Ml , we get g E n/r, as required. Proof. We shall assume that nz(Z) = 2 and work for a contradiction. We claim that if E C JC(g) with E z Es, then W, # 1. Since m(2) = 2, if E, F C J with E g F s Es , then E is 3-connected to a conjugate of F in J.
Thus it s&ices to show that A! is ?-connected to some eights group in J. First we consider the case that i A n 2 j = 4. Let uv E A\& / up0 1 = 2, zl E J, e, E C(J). Then A is connected to {A n 2, ul> where u, E Zzl, j U, 1 = 2. In case 1 A n 2 1 < 2, A is 3-connected to some A, C Ql(Z)A with / A, n 2 / = 4. is not quaternion, hence is cyclic. The last statement in our Theorem follows from the fact that a generator for Z has no square root in S n J. Our proof is now complete.
We can now complete the proof of Proposition 4.1.
P~ooj of ~~o~o~i~~o~ 4.1. By Lemma 4.7, Z G Z, and Cs(j) is cyclic. Also S n J contams every involution of (S n J) C,(J). Since Cz(x) = <a), Z(S) = <a>, whence S E Syl,(G).
We claim that aG n S n j $ (a>. Assume false. In this section we complete the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Thus we assume throughout this section that G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1,2. In the next proposition we collect the properties of established.
P;"ROBXITION 5.1.
(1) F*(G)issim$e and 1 G:P*( (2) .ff (a, x, f) is an unbul~~~ng triple in 6, then e~they J~O(J) g Lo $3~ some q E {S, 7) OY J/Z"(J) gL& L,(4). (4) Let A be us in f3), L E Z"(G), E gg Es and E ~-co~~~c~~~ to A. ~~~~~s~
(5) There exists an unbalencing triple (a, x, J) aad an i~~o~~tio~ t in Co(J) such thatL = ((L(C,(t)) L(c~(t))) has the following properties:
PYOOJ Proposition 2.16 gives (1). Theorem 2.22 and Theorem I.1 yield (2). Corollary 2.17 and Proposition 4.1 yield (3). Using (3) together with Lemma 2.28 we get (4) . As G is a minimal cotlnterexam~~e to Theorem 1.2, G has a maximal unbalancing triple (a, x, J). By (3), J" E L,(4) and j is maximal in 6. 2.13, Jis not standard in G. By Corollary 2.11, there exists an involut We remark that by (3), G is also a counterexample to Theorem 1.3. For u E % let (2) Suppose that zeI(Q) -{t> and C,(z) # (1). As W<z;,t) = {l), we may assume that C,(z) $ O (C,(x) ). This violates (1). LEMMA 5.6. S 6 Syl,(G).
Proof. Suppose that SE Syl,(G). As (t) = J&(Q) n C,(L), t E Z(S). Pick u0 EI(&) with j C,(u,)i > / C,(v)/ for all zt EI(S -sZ,(Q)). As (u,, , t} n %Y f @, we may pick u E (uO , uOt} n &. Now j S : C,(u)1 < 4 and if C,(U) 6 C,(l). Let bars denote homomorphic images in IT. As i induces an outer involutary automorphism on K, and j has order 4, we must have R, z I,,(4). Then by Theorem 2.9, ii, is invariant under C,(U). As t induces a unitary automorphism of if, , Cs( u is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, x SD,, by ) Proposition 2.2. As y has order 4, Cbs((u, y)) is abelian. Thus (t, z> n C,((:u, y))' -7 (1). But C,Ju) C C, ((u, y) ), contradicting the fact that (t, a) n C,o(u) f-(1).
Thus (y> permutes the 2-components of K(u) in orbits of length 2. Let K(u) :-: K,Ka ... K, . \Ve deduce from l'heorem 2.9 first that, for all i, Ri 2 I,,(q,) for some qi E (5, 7). Kow (f, z, u) normalizes each Ki by Lemma 5.5(2). paragraph of the proof of Lemma 5.10 to derive a contradiction and complete the proof.
As Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 contradict each other, we have completed the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
